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Talking Infrastructure
Stories from the Front Line
Let’s start with some simple principles that all organisations and their leading decision-makers 
would embrace: “we want to see value for money”, “we want to understand the real problem and 
get the right solution in place”, “we want to make sure we’re investing in what’s really needed - 
not just something that would be nice to do”, “we don’t want to waste people’s time and money 
doing things that are not of value to our stakeholders/community/ratepayers”, “we want a good 
return on our investment for our shareholders”. I could go on but these seem to me to sum up the 
essential ones. They roll off the tongue very easily and its even easier to pay them lip-service 
rather than apply them in practice. Doing them can be hard for those organisations not used to 
making frequent investment decisions. It’s arguably even harder to do this when dealing with the 
political level - be that in Local, State or even at the Federal level.


That’s not to say its not possible - but it can be difficult.


What’s been most instructive over our 20 years of practice is how this notion of value and value 
for money can be claimed as an objective but rarely defined before commitments are made, 
investigations and analysis undertaken and proposals tabled for consideration. To us its like 
starting a sailing journey with no specific destination. There may be a sense of destination, but 
unless its specific, how do you set and navigate the most appropriate course? How do you 
prepare your vessel and crew for the journey?


Not having an appreciation of what is being valued about an infrastructure investment is the 
same! No specific destination - so how do we know if we reach a value-for-money decision? How 
we do we find the one that’s ‘best’ value for money?


There are quite formal processes for considering these and there is a plethora of management 
techniques and consultancy methodologies on offer to help.


So why do we still see and hear about so many instances of failure when it comes to 
infrastructure decision-making?
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Parable #1: The Extra Police
We’ve all heard the line, usually around election cycles “crime is a concern to the community, 
crime rates are getting worse under this government - we can do better and we’ll put more police 
out there…blah, blah blah”. The proposal is never costed but always described as affordable and 
“there’ll be no tax increases to pay for this…blah, blah, blah”.


The extra police need somewhere to work - so we need more police stations. They need vehicles 
to respond to incidents and do their follow-up interviews etc. So we’ll need to buy more cars for 
them as well.


So we’ve already locked-in some infrastructure commitments just by deciding to employ more 
police.


Well, of course, the extra police are successful in arresting more suspects - that’s what you’ve 
employed them to do. These additional suspects need to be brought to justice. That means more 
appearances before magistrates and judges. But to get there they first must have legal 
representation and also more prosecutors - so the Director of Public Prosecutions needs more 
staff and most likely also needs more offices and support facilities. So a second infrastructure 
impact is becoming evident.


The successful arrest and presentation of suspects before the courts could mean the need to 
appoint more magistrates and judges to deal with the increased number of cases, which in turn 
could mean the need for additional court rooms and related holding cells for the suspects.


So we now have a third potential commitment for additional infrastructure.


But wait - there’s more….


Now the courts are sentencing more convicted felons to prison the prisons become full and 
overcrowded so more prisons need to be built (adult and juvenile). So we know have a 4th level of 
infrastructure commitment.


None of which were identified, mentioned, scope or costed with the promise to ‘put more police 
on the beat’.


I could go on about the other spin-off implications for social support and related health services 
for the families of these offenders and suspects. I could differentiate the additional remand 
capacity that is needed as the courts cases gradually build up a backlog in the justice system. We 
could also mention the increased length of time for resolving matters. We haven’t even touched 
upon the communications and IT implications either. Nor have we spoken about timeframes and 
lead-times for designing and building additional infrastructure capacity.


I’ve also not spoken about values either in this particular story.
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Suffice it to say that the Parable of the Extra Police is really about understanding the full 
infrastructure implications of what may initially appear to be a simple strategy.


The extra police is only just the beginning.


No this is not a hypothetical story. It’s a real scenario experienced by New South Wales over the 
past 2-3 decades. Dare I say it is likely to be the same in the other States and Territories.


So here’s the key question for you to consider: “How does my organisation go about thinking 
through infrastructure investments? How do we draw the links from a service strategy to the 
supporting infrastructure? What sort of things should I be doing to help us to better recognise and 
explain our infrastructure issues and needs?”
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